This paper examines whether numeral classifiers are always functional heads projected by nouns, as claimed by Borer (2005) and Simpson (2005). Contra to their claims, this paper will posit that classifiers are not structurally uniform crosslinguistically; they can either head functional projections of the noun or form a constituent with the quantifier, adjoining to NP.
Introduction
This paper examines whether numeral classifiers are always functional heads projected by nouns, as claimed by Borer (2005) and Simpson (2005) . Contra to their claims, this paper will posit that classifiers are not structurally uniform crosslinguistically; they can either head functional projections of the noun or form a constituent with the quantifier, adjoining to NP.
The evidence for this claim is that certain syntactic constructions are correlated with the order of quantifier-classifier (Q) relative to the lexical common noun (N):
(1) a.
Clf-N only occurs in QN languages ( § 4). b.
Quantifier Float only occurs in NQ languages ( § 5).
I will argue that each of these constructions follow from the different syntactic structures for extended NPs (xNPs).
The Syntax of Numeral Classifiers
Nouns in classifier languages have general number (Corbett 2000) , meaning they can be interpreted as singular or plural. The obligatory occurrence of classifiers with numerals may be tied to general number, as in Greenberg (1975) and Rullman & You (2006) or an equivalent concept, such as the idea that common nouns in classifier languages have a kind denotation (Chierchia 1998) .
Inspired by parallels with clause structure, Tang (1990) proposed that classifiers head a functional projections of N:
Following this claim, Borer (2005) and Simpson (2005) propose that a similar structure -where Q is also a functional head -is universal, even if the QN order is not transparently reflected on the surface. While classifiers are selected by a quantifier, nouns and classifiers are not always adjacent. Thus, the structures below, where the ClfP is a kind of measure phrase, are logical alternatives (cf. Ionin & Matushansky 2006, ex. 22a):
Here, Q and Clf form a constituent and adjoin to NP (or some higher projection of NP). The proposal in this paper is that the difference between (1) and (2) is the whether the classifier c-selects the NP, and that it is strongly correlated with word order: *Korean and Japanese also allow the QN order. Hence, "NQ" above should be interpreted as "allowing the NQ order." (4) a. If it has the structure in (2), then a language has [Q-Clf]-N surface order. b. If a language has N-[Q-Clf] surface order, then it has the structure in (2b). c. Languages with multiple orders vary between (2a) and (2b).
In the sense that these structures are distinct, this data corroborates the findings of Simpson (2005) , who proposes surface structures which are similar in constituency ( §6).
Generalizations about the word order typology of numeral classifiers
Quantifiers precede classifiers regardless of headedness across languages, accounted for by their position in [Spec, ClfP] (2,3). In contrast, Q can either precede or follows N (Greenberg 1975 , Jones 1970 . The distinction between QN and NQ does not correlate with the genetic affiliation (Table 1) . Furthermore, if a language is QN, then it is head-initial (Table 1) . And, most crucially for our purposes, the distinction between QN vs. NQ correlates with Clf-N and Q-float (Table 1) .
Geographically, the distribution of QN vs. NQ is areal (Figure 1) , though NQ languages do form a geographically discontinuous region, with Japan and Korean as representatives to the north.
Below are examples of each word order: Other languages exhibit more "inflectional" classifier systems; Weining Ahmao and Wu Chinese mark (in)definiteness on the classifier with tone (Gerner & Bisang 2008 , Cheng & Sybesma 2005 . Like articles, which also mark number and definiteness, these classifers can be analyzed as taking NP complements, as in (2). NQ languages have no equivalent, N-Clf, construction, which indicates that nouns are not selected by classifiers in these languages.
QUANTIFIER-NOUN

Numeral classifiers and quantifier float
Languages in Table 1 with the NQ order also allows quantifier float (QF) to adverbial positions, shown below for Thai:
(14) Nák-riian i ʔaan nàŋ.sʉʉ thúk-khon i . (Thai) student read book every-CLF person 'Every student read a book.' Benmamoun (1999 , also Doetjes 1998 shows that QF in Arabic involves a Q that is an independent xNP. He proposes that this xNP always an adjunct, whether to the NP, as in (3) In (13) the floated Q is embedded in an adjunct island while its antecedent NP is in the main clause, see Jenks (2010) for more arguments. As in Arabic, floated Qs in Thai are syntactically independent from NP. The presence of FQ in NQ languages, then, is unsurprising if the NQ order always inlvoves independent Qs, as in (2b). Simpson (2005) generates the NQ order from (1) via NP-movement under the assumption that classifiers are always functional projections. Recall that classifiers only behave as articles in QN languages. We could account for the complementarity between the Clf-N construction (or N-Clf) and NQ order with a [uN] feature on D 0 that is satisfied by Clf 0 -to-D 0 or NP-to-DP:
An alternative
NP-to-DP (for NQ)
Simpson's approach would mesh with analyses of QF as Q-stranding by NP-movement (Miyagawa 1989 , Sportiche 1989 ). Yet we have already seen a problem for this view is (13), which indicates that such an approach is problematic in accounting for QF in Thai.
Conclusions
Generalizations about classifier syntax based purely on word order point towards particular syntactic structures. QN languages can have a Clf-N construction, where the classifier is a funtional projection of the noun, indicating that (1) is their structure. NQ languages allow QF, indicating that Q-Clf is a constituent in these languages to the exclusion of the noun, as in (2).
